


Fwd: !!! URGENT !!! Bad ne,vs about Sammie 
January 03, 2017 at 11 :26 PM 
From Matthew
To 

Best regards, 

Matthew 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Matthew 
Date 
To: 

t / Head Delegae 

Subject: !!! URGENT !!! Bad n&Vs about Sammie 

I hope you're trip vvent vvell because I unbrtunately have bad news about Sammie. During a get together tonight at Joses 
Sammie forced himself on-I'll try to male it as clear as possible. 

It seems from the information Vl.e've gotten from and-is that has experienced something similar few semesers ago 
when Sammie got aggessive with after she offered to take him home. 

With-tonigh\ Sammie cornered- and breed himself on her-told which caused her to beak down hyserically. 
revealed that Sammie breed himself on her when she first joined but shews to ashamed to admit it out of fear she would be 

insulted and ostracized from the team. 

This eventually lead to admitting it to which lead to us confronting him about what occu1td. 

He did exactly what he did when ve originally confron�d him. He denied and lied. He sarted mixing up his stories and said nothing 
happened. Then he said no that thEJ mutually fell on each other Eventually he got mbed up enough to s� he did do it but then he 
didn't do it. 

Remember when Sammie denied then admited to forcing himself on girl? cnight he said he ne,er admitted to it and he still 
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denies the incident. 

I'm sorry to say this but this is the last straw. This happened in front of a majority of the team and people are starting to
think he can just get away with it.

As I was driving home with in the car they were absolutely bawling about how sorry they were. They BEGGED me not to
bring up there names out of fear. They think they would be ridiculed by you and the team.

I can't stand by and let him do these things. Its one thing when it's an anonymous event from multiple girls to it affecting the people I
care deeply about. I will take a bullet for this team before I let Sammie lay a finger on one more person.

He was an antagonist when it came to He manipulated . He instigated . And with the amount of drama we've dealt, you
can fill in the blanks for the rest.

At this point is an insult on your credibility and the program to allow this to continue. I apologize if this message comes across as
hostile. My team comes first and I will do anything to protect them.

e contact me as soon as possible. We need to have an urgent meeting. and are dead scared to discuss it. and
are willing to speak about the how his presence is detrimental as well as many other others who witnessed the event.

Best regards,

Matthew
t / Head Delegate
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Best Regards,

On May 11, 2016, at 05�50 PM,  wrote:

I cannot account for everything that has happened, but I have seen some of this unfold over time and I think I might be able to shed some perspective on this 

topic. Last year Sammie had a serious issue of being overly promiscuous. His natural setting was to hit on people. That's carried over, and he's remained a 

very touchy person, but I've been by him as he expressed that he wanted to settle down and stop. He's since gotten into a longer term relationship with 

someone, and as far as I have seen (which is quite a lot), he has been loyal. 

I like to think that people can change, and I think that Sammie has. I was there for many of the incidents that occurred in the honors study center last 

semester, and at the time and by what I saw it did not seem nearly as extreme as this has been made out to be. I saw Sammie flirtatiously hitting on girls, and 

yes, I thought he went a little far and broke some social norms. I witnessed Sammie hitting on  but I did not witness him pushing her to a wall as I have 

heard. Maybe I wasn't there at the time, though I can attest to being in the room for the majority of my time last semester, and Sammie can corroborate that 

he rarely visited unless I was there (usually to talk about work). 

I later realized that Sammie is a very tactile guy and is used to touching as a means of communication with friends and acquaintances. I cannot speak for any 

other allegations, but based on what I've seen I think Sammie's behavior has been overly dramatized. 

After the drama that began to ferment in the  I spoke with Sammie. Sammie asked me to ban him from the room, and I agreed that that 

would be for the best, so as current  r, I did it.



Please do not hesitate to contact me for any further information or elaboration.

 

Sincerely,

 


